
Neotenic Table Lamp

Designer:Jumbo

Manufacturer:Petite Friture

£405

DESCRIPTION

Neotenic Table Lamp by Jumbo for Petite Friture. 

Result of the collaboration between American-based design studio Jumbo and Petite Friture, the Neotanic table

lamp features a playful organic design. The base of the lamp resembles a corkscrew cavatappi pasta.

Packed with a dimmer, the sculptural organic design of the lamp allows the lamp to produce simultaneously

pleasant, homogenous and powerful l ight perfect for use in the l iving room, bedroom or hallway as a statement

piece. The lamp requires a complex mould to produce its distinctive rounded form. The large lamp requires a six-

part mould and painstaking manual work before f ir ing it in the ki ln. The colour f inish is then obtained using a

counter-gravitational dying process.

The lamp is an excellent example of blending artisanal and modern manufacturing techniques to produce this

beautiful unique piece. Available in two different sizes in the colour Vanil la, Vermil ion, Blue or Cherry.

DIMENSIONS

https://www.twentytwentyone.com/collections/manufacturers-petite-friture
https://www.twentytwentyone.com/collections/manufacturers-petite-friture


Small: 13dia top, 18w x 26cmh, 1.6kg

Large: 25dia top, 34w x 51cmh, 6.6kg

MATERIALS

Ceramic and glass.

Small table lamp: 

Integrated LED

CE, FCC, UKCA standards

Light source : Input 350lm/ Output 250lm

Warm white 2700K

Gradual dimming from 100% to 10% on touch Intensity memory

1.75m black cable with touch dimmer switch

Adaptable socket block with 4 plug ends : F,G,A and l

4W

Class l l

Large table lamp:

Integrated LED

CE, FCC, UKCA standards

Light source : Input 750lm/ Output 500lm

Warm white 2700K

Gradual dimming from 100% to 10% on touch Intensity memory

1.75m black cable with touch dimmer switch

Adaptable socket block with 4 plug ends : F,G,A and l

8.5W

Class l l

Care: Soft cloth, sl ightly moistened
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